
terrible, and Herakles, small by comparison, fleesjerkily 
along with Hermes. Although there is no hint of 
mockery in the picture on the Gallatin lekythos, the 
sudden and short-lived appearance of the theme of 
Herakles sacrificing on archaic Attic vases suggests a 
common source, a new version of the legend, such as 
might be produced in a play.28 

The Sappho Painter may not have intentionally 
selected this subject for a funerary gift: it is however 
intriguing that he should choose that one of Herakles' 
labors which made him such a popular symbol of 
immortality. 

GLORIA FERRARI PINNEY 
BRUNILDE SISMONDO RIDGWAY 

Bryn Mawr College 
28 A list of vases with representations of Herakles sacrificing at an 

altar is given by F. Brommer (n. I) 176-7. The representations seem to 
fall in two series: a late sixth-century one, which includes Brommer's 
nos 1-7 (A) and I (B); and a later and unconnected classical one, which 
shows the sacrifice at the sanctuary of Chryse. See E. M. Hooker, 'The 

Sanctuary and Altar of Chryse . . .', JHS Ixx (1950) 35-41. 

Five Dispensable Manuscripts of Achilles Tatius 

Four manuscripts of Achilles Tatius break off at i 10.3 
roS pri7/aaLv, and a fifth originally did so. All five begin 
with Longus, where they descend from Vat. gr. I348.1 
This manuscript too has Achilles Tatius after Longus, 
but complete, so that they may seem unlikely to 
descend from it in Achilles Tatius. According to the 
latest editor, E. Vilborg (Gothenburg I955), they do not 
descend from it: they avoid three of its errors (p. lxii, 
lxvi). Expectation and evidence coincide, then, and that 
should be that. 

Every fragmentary manuscript, however, goes back 
eventually to a complete one, and whether three errors 
will bear the weight of a stemma depends on others. To 
test Vilborg's conclusion it suffices to examine the 
behaviour of five manuscripts: 

the hypothetical source of the five fragmentary 
manuscripts2 

R Vat. gr. 1348 (s. xvii) 
V Vat. gr. II4 (s. xiii2) 
G Ven. Marc. gr. 607 (s. xv) 
W Vat. gr. 1349 (s. xii). 

Vilborg cites two errors common to 6RVG (p. xlviii) 
and two common to RV (p. lxvi). On these he erects 
the following stemma (p. lxxii): 

W R V G 

That ~ might equally well have been put in three other 
places matters less than that just as many errors or more 
unite other groups of manuscripts:3 

Re: p. 2.16 wrpos for 7TEpt, p. 3.14-15 7pEa.La rcov 

a"repvcv for rdcv aTrEpvcov rpe/a 
1 H. van Thiel, RhMciv (1961) 356-62; see also my full stemma in 

JHS xcix (1979) 165-7, hereafter 'Reeve'. 
2 I regard this as extant in one of them, Paris. gr. 2903 (cf. Reeve), 

but for the present purpose nothing turns on whether I am right. 
3 As I am attacking Vilborg with his own weapons, I take his word 

for it that these readings are all errors. In fact I largely agree. 
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We: p.5.6 7rpop,EAeTct)L,vov for lEAerW'LUevov, p. 
6.9 /AOL for ,LE, p. 8.21 av'rOv for av-ro, p. 9.6 
a7TOKTELVELS for a'7TOEKTEVEiS 

VRG: p. 3.13 OalvEvro for VTre'alvevro, I8 77 om., 
5.26 p,eao for Lueaols, 27 '7T TELVa for 
EVETELva, 8.12 dS add., 23 dE' om., 10.22 Kat 
om. ante BOEts, 23 /ua om., 24 Tr-pr7a- for 
47Trycr-, 11. I OVV om., IO as om., 12.3 
,iduAAov om. 

Indeed, if numbers are anything to go by, much the 
most obvious group is VRG. 

Plainly such a conflict of loyalties points to contami- 
nation. Where? 'R', says Vilborg, 'is collated with a MS 
from the a-group, the variants of which are introduced 
in the margin by another hand (probably Orsini's4). 
This a MS is undoubtedly W' (p. lxii). A descendant of 
R + R2 might therefore be expected to have the truth in 
numerous places where R1 or W is corrupt but to share 
a few errors now with R, now with W. That is precisely 
what 6 does. Without collating R I cannot prove that : 
descends from R, because Vilborg seldom reports R2; 
but I take leave not to doubt it. 

I have touched before on a historical problem 
connected with one descendant of 5, Paris. gr. 2895, 
which appears in a list of Greek manuscripts brought to 
Paris from Italy by Girolamo Fondulo of Cremona.5 
The date that accompanies the list (Paris. gr. 3064 f. 69v) 
was read by Boivin as I529,6 and 1529 it had remained 
for everyone who discussed either Paris. gr. 2895 or 
Francis I's acquisition of Greek manuscripts; but after 
seeing it I expressed doubt whether it was not rather 
I539.7 I can now go further. 

On 8th September 1538 Francis I wrote to the Duke 
of Ferrara requesting every assistance for the learned 
Fondulo in his task of collecting Greek and Latin 
manuscripts.8 In a letter of ist September, 1540 the 
French ambassador to Venice, Guillaume Pellicier, 
wrote of an encounter with a Corfiote who had 
previously offered Fondulo a number of Greek manu- 
scripts;9 the Corfiote, Antonios Eparchos, migrated to 
Venice late in I537.10 Already on Ioth July, 1540 the 
same Pellicier had told another correspondent about a 
visit from an agent of Fondulo's immediately after 
Fondulo's departure from Venice: 1 Pellicier arrived in 
Venice towards the end of June 1539,12 and the visit 
took place after Fondulo's death in Paris on I2th March, 
I540,13 which the agent had heard of. These three 

4 Certainly not Orsini's (cf. Reeve). 
5 Published by H. Omont, Catalogues des manuscrits grecs de 

Fontainebleau sous Francois Ie et Henri II (Paris 1889) 371-2. 
6 Cited by L. Delisle, Le cabinet des manuscrits de la Bibliotheque 

ImpSriale i (Paris 1868) 152. 
7 Reeve 166 n. 6. 
8 A. Lefranc, Histoire du College de France (Paris 1893) 153-4, cited 

in the fullest treatment of Fondulo to be found, P. S. and H. M. Allen, 
Opus epistolarum Des. Erasmi Roterodami vi (Oxford 1926) 376. I owe 
to Carlotta Griffiths both this reference and the encouragement to 
consider the problem soluble. On Fondulo see also J. Zeller, La 
diplomatiefranFaise vers le milieu du XVF siecle (Paris 1881) 97-9. 

9 Delisle (n. 6) 156-7 = Correspondance politique de Guillaume 
Pellicier, ed. A. Tausserat-Radel (Paris 1899) i 78-9. 

10 E. Legrand, Bibliographie Hellenique i (Paris 1885) ccxiii. 
1 Omont, Bibl. de l'Ec. des Ch. xlvi (1885) 613 = Tausserat-Radel (n. 

9) i 14. 
12 Tausserat-Radel (n. 9) i xxxii. 
13 Delisle (n. 6) 152. 
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introducuntur, a report of which appeared inJHS xcviii 
(1978) 167-9, we turned our attention to Hunain's 
translation of Galen's Ars Parva. Once again we have 
been impressed by the generally excellent quality of the 
Arabic version and we record a number of passages 
relevant to the problem of establishing the original 
Greek text. Perhaps our most important result is to 
confirm the existence, in Hunain's version of the Greek 
text, of an extensive preface including explanations of 
the terms 'analysis' and 'synthesis' which are missing 
from the printed text of Kiihn. 

We begin by giving the Incipit in full. It is important 
to note that, as Temkin has correctly observed, Galenism 
(Cornell 1973) 109 n. 39, both our MSS begin their text 
with Qala Jalmnus: 'Galen said'. 
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154. On Albini, librarian of S. Antonio ( 
Bernardinello, Autografi greci e greco-latini in occid 
71 no. 81; on the importance of the library at tl 
116-19, with or without the modifications of G. 
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16 In Reeve 166 I lazily followed Vilborg, 
followed Dorrie, p. 11. 

17 See the edition of I. Hilberg (Vienna 1876 
18 Reeve 166 and before me F. Romero, Emer 
19 Reeve 166 n. 8 on the authority of D. Ha 
20 R. De Maio, Studi e Testi ccxix (1962) 299 r 

manuscripts, Vat. gr. 205 and 324, were both wril 
bibliothecae Palatinae usum'; cf. Vogel and 

griechischen Schreiber des Mittelalters und der Renai 
181-4, and K. A. de Meyier, Scriptorium xviii (i 
(n. 5) 371 no. 12, 17 no. 44, identifies a manuscr 
him, Cambridge Kk V 26, with one of F 
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question is surely Paris. gr. 2456, which contai 
other writers on music. Omont 129-30 no. 380 
for it and attributes it to Valeriano Albini, on wh 
in his Inventaire sommaire des manuscritsgrecs de la B 

(Paris 1898), he attributes it in one place to A 
another to Michael Damascenos (p. 264)-not the 
the kind (cf. Vogel-Gardthausen 371 n. 6). 
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INCIPIT Dther things too INCIPIT 
gr. 2895. Besides Gansad 
itains Eustathius In all disciplines which proceed in an orderly manner, -it at the methods are of three kinds: one of them is the 
ve, Vat. Reg. gr. 17 Moreover its method of reversion and resolution; and that is that you 
s, Tiibingen Mb consider the thing that you intend [i.e. have in view] 

in a manuscript and seek the cognition of it, in your understanding, in its 

Verg&ce. 19 The ultimate perfection; considering the next and the next of 

-onorius, is well the things without which that thing cannot be estab- 
e wrote amongst hlished or perfected, until you arrive at the first of them: 

- 350 and its aand the second is by the method of composition, and 
ne knows where does the opposite of the first method; and that is that 

rrum Graecorum v you begin with the thing which you ended up with, by ,rorum Graecorum 
535 20 Perhaps he the method of resolution and reversion; then you return 
intermediary to those things [sc. the proximates], and so you pass 

from one of them to another till you reach the last of 

M. D. REEVE them: and the third is by the method of resolution of 
the definition, and that is the method we shall employ 
in this book. And you may call this discipline, instead 

n. 9) i 14 n. 2. of the resolution of the definition, the elucidation of 
ev. des Bibl. ii (1892) the definition, as some call it; or the reduction of the 

di Castello, see S. definition and its partition, as others call it; and its tente (Padua 1979) 30, 
he time, Zeller (n 8) exposition and its interpretation, as still others call it. 

Mercati, Studi e Testi And certain of the followers of Herophilus have wished 
to follow this very way of investigation. Herophilus is 

p. xxi, lxxv, who also known as Erithros.1 And the followers of Hero- 
philus have also desired to follow composition; and 

5) xlii. some of the followers of Erasistratus, and Athenaeus 
ita xlvi (1978) 13-5. called Attalos; and not one of those we have mentioned 
rlfinger. has in any of his books employed the form of 
i. i. His earliest dated i 

d uinvestigation which has its beginning from the projec- tten in 1536'ad huius . 
Gardthausen Die tion of thought to the limit [sc. ultimate perfection] of 

ssance (Leipzig 1909) the thing sought, although this is the method which 
1964) 261-2. Omont opens up all the arts, by way of reason.2 
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el Voa?EpV rtl dErrOL. This may possibly be a gloss in 
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K 309.9 K prints oLotoiwv. The correct text is clearly 
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the distinction between Galenic text and Haleic commentary. 
Following Crombie, it seems that Haly left out the extremely Galenic 
list of various ways of naming the third method. 
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